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Context: British Political Culture

§  “People in public life are not always as clear as they should be 
about where the boundaries of acceptable conduct lie” (Parliament, 
1998)

§  Codes represented a Labour response to some of the behavioural 
excesses under John Major’s Conservative Government…

§  Problem is…expenses scandal succeeded the codes…and maybe 
the codes are not good enough to promote best behaviour…

§  Only 19 % of the British population trust politicians to tell the truth 
(IPSOS MORI, 2018)

	



Previous Research: Lessons from 
Westminster?  

Shephard (2001)
A comparison of the 1997 MC and the 1999 SMC revealed the 
UK code to be more evasive language and thus provide less 
opportunity for scrutiny and accountability of Ministers …

“ministers will want to bear in mind…” (Cabinet Office, 1997, para. 27, italics added) 

versus

“ministers will want to ensure…” (Scottish Executive, 1999, para. 3.4, italics added).



Hypotheses

H¹  Given the tighter wording in Scotland, breaches of the 
ministerial code of conduct will be referenced more often by 
members of the Scottish Parliament than at Westminster.

H²  Devolution provides an institutional opportunity to learn about 
and adapt to best practices. Consequently, codes will change 
over time to reflect best practices.

H³  Frequency of mentions of the code will be higher when the 
political environment is more volatile (e.g. post-Brexit).



Methods - Data

1.  Ministerial Codes

2.  Hansard/House of Commons Library & Official Scottish 
Parliament report

3.  Freedom of Information requests to the Scottish 
Government and UK Government



Methods – Data Analysis

1.  Compare each updated version of the codes with the previous versions 
from both Parliaments.

3.  Compare changes in the code with instances of the code being raised 
in Parliament and/or formal written requests for investigation into 
Ministerial conduct.

5.  Compare number of instances of MSPs vs MPs raising the code of 
conduct since 1999 broken down by:
i.  Code raised in Parliament vs. formal written request for 

investigation
ii.  Issue type
iii.  Year



Methods – Data Weights

There are 5 times as many MPs as MSPs

650 MPs versus 129 MSPs

650/129 = @5 to 1 ratio

H⁰ = WM (5) : SP (1) 



Results: References in Parliament

Overall total since 1999:  
          

•  Westminster                =  26

•  Scottish Parliament     =  38

Ministerial code has been raised in SP > W

Expectation = 5x as many raises in W vs. SP (due to the 
comparative number of politicians)



Results: Formal requests for information

FOI’s = PENDING …



Results: References in Parliament
Year Scottish	Parliament	

%	of	members
Westminster	
%	of	members

1999 0.00 0.15
2000 0.00 0.00
2001 0.78 0.00
2002 1.55 0.31
2003 3.86 0.00
2004 1.55 0.00
2005 4.65 0.00
2006 1.55 0.15
2007 4.65 0.00
2008 1.55 0.15
2009 1.55 0.00
2010 1.55 0.15
2011 0.00 0.15
2012 1.55 0.62
2013 0.00 0.00
2014 0.00 0.15
2015 0.78 0.31
2016 0.00 0.77
2017 1.55 0.30
2018 0.78 0.92

   Percentage of members referencing the code p/year



Results: Code Issues Raised in W & SP 

Number of times Ministerial Code is raised in Parliament by issue type

        
Issue Type

 
Westminster

 

Scottish 
Parliament

Conduct of Ministers in parliament 2 5
Instances of Ministers misleading parliament 8 31
Accountability to parliament 0 1
Information being withheld from parliament/the public 3 0
Conflict of ministerial and private interests 2 0
Ministerial visits to constituencies without prior notice 7 0
Ministerial conduct in relation to the civil service 1 0
Miscellaneous 3 0



Results: Ministers in Parliament

Changes in UK Code that reflect the Scottish Code:

2005 version updated to tighten the rules concerning important 
announcements in parliament:

from

“Ministers will want to bear in mind the desire of Parliament that the most 
important announcements of policy should be made, in the first instance, in 

Parliament.” 
to

“When Parliament is in session, the most important announcements of 
Government policy should be made, in the first instance, in Parliament.” 



Results: Misleading Parliament

ZERO CHANGES IN BOTH

Both codes advise that “it is of paramount importance that Ministers give 
accurate and truthful information to the Parliament, correcting any inadvertent 

error at the earliest opportunity. Ministers who knowingly mislead the 
Parliament will be expected to offer their resignation … ”



Results: Ministerial Visits

Changes in UK Code 2010 that reflect the Scottish Code:

2010 Westminster version was updated to tighten the rules concerning 
Ministerial visits to other constituencies:

from
“It is the custom for a Minister when preparing to make a visit within the United 
Kingdom to inform the Members for the constituencies to be included within his 

itinerary” 

to
“Ministers ... must inform in advance the MPs whose constituencies are to be 

included within the itinerary”



Results: Main Issues Raised in W & SP
Number of times Ministerial code is raised in Parliament by issue type

        
Issue Type

 
Westminster

 
Scottish Parliament

Conduct of Ministers in parliament 2 5

Instances of Ministers misleading parliament 8 31

Ministerial visits to constituencies without prior notice 7 0

•  Minister’s conduct in parliament is raised in SP 2.5 x as much as in W

•  Only 1 of the W and 2 of the SP instances referred to important announcements (notably in W 
raised after code was tightened to read like the Scottish MC)

•  Ministers misleading parliament is raised in SP nearly 4s more than in W

•  Ministers visiting other constituencies without prior notice has never been mentioned in the 
Scottish Parliament (pre-2011 wording = ‘should inform’ and 2011+ ‘must, in all normal 
circumstances inform’)

	
	
	
	

		



Results: Political Context – Brexit (W)

Year Scottish	Parliament	
%	of	members

Westminster	
%	of	members

1999 0.00 0.15
2000 0.00 0.00
2001 0.78 0.00
2002 1.55 0.31
2003 3.86 0.00
2004 1.55 0.00
2005 4.65 0.00
2006 1.55 0.15
2007 4.65 0.00
2008 1.55 0.15
2009 1.55 0.00
2010 1.55 0.15
2011 0.00 0.15
2012 1.55 0.62
2013 0.00 0.00
2014 0.00 0.15
2015 0.78 0.31
2016 0.00 0.77
2017 1.55 0.30
2018 0.78 0.92

   Percentage of members referencing the code p/year



Results: Political Context (SP)

2007 = Minority SNP Government
Before 3 May 2007 election

        
§  15/02/2007 Section 3.1 (accountability to parliament) questioned by Chris Ballance, Green

§  22/02/2007 Section 1.1 (c) (misleading parliament) questioned by Carolyn Leckie, SSP

After 3 May 2007 election

§  13/06/2007 Section 1.1 (c) (misleading parliament) questioned by Ross Finnie, Lib Dem

§  25/10/2007 Section 1.1 (c) (misleading parliament) questioned by Karen Whitefield, Lab

§  04/11/2007 Section 1.1 (c) (misleading parliament) questioned by Robert Brown, Lib Dem

§  15/11/2007 Section 1.1 (c) (misleading parliament) questioned by Rhona Brankin, Lab



The story so far … 

§  Preliminary results appear to validate our hypotheses.
§  Overall, Scottish Parliamentarians raise breaches in the 

Ministerial Code more often than Westminster 
Parliamentarians.

§  The UK code has been tightened to reflect the Scottish 
code, however… 

§  The political environment may be more influential than 
the specific language of the codes in explaining 
behaviour.



Challenges …

§  Ministerial Code isn’t raised that often in either 
Parliament …

§  FOI results still outstanding

§  Without interviewing each parliamentarian about every 
complaint, it is difficult to determine their exact motivation 



THANK YOU!
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